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1 Introduction 
Product form queueing networks were first introduced in JACKSON [11]. He considered single-
chain networks with Poisson input and exponential service time distributions. Gordon and Newell 
established product form results for closed queueing networks with exponential service (c.f. GORDON 
AND NEWELL [7]). Closely related to the existence of a product form equilibrium distribution is 
the insensitivity property. By insensitivity is meant that the equilibrium distribution depends only 
on the means of the service distributions and not on higher moments. I t appeared that both the 
product form and the insensitivity could be explained by the notion of local or partial balance (c.f. 
BASKETT et.al. [1], CHANDY et.al. [3], CHANDY AND MARTIN [4], HORDIJK AND VAN DIJK [8], 
KELLY [13], SCHASSBERGER [19], W H I T T L E [23, 24]). Roughly speaking local balance means that 
there exists balance in probability flows on subsets of the statespace. 
Although the queueing network models as described in BASKETT et.al. [1] have been used 
extensively in the context of telecommunications, computer performance modelling and flexible 
manufacturing, they have some serious drawbacks tha t limits application in a large class of real life 
systems. In general blocking is not allowed and, in open networks, arrival rates may depend on the 
network occupancy only in an elementary way. It is for example not allowed to let the arrival rate 
for a customer class depend on the occupancy of another class. A first extension in this direction was 
presented in L A M [15]. He provided sufficiënt conditions for an open queueing network to prohibit 
arrivals or departures depending on the momentary multiclass network occupancy. However, inputs 
were assumed to originate from Poisson sources and arrivals and departures could only be rejected 
or admitted without randomization. In KAUPMAN [12] and FOSCHINI AND GOPINATH [6] a single 
station with Poisson input is allowed to restrict the set of feasible states to a coordinate convex set 
by rejecting arriving customers. 
In BURMAN et.el. [2], HORDIJK AND VAN D I J K [9], KELLY [13], PlTTEL [17] Poissonian arrivals 
can be blocked due to finite capacity constraints in single stations under the restrictive condition 
of a reversible routing. In HORDIJK AND VAN D I J K [8] a number of extensions to some special non-
reversible examples are given. Blocking depending on the total configuration of a group of stations, 
however, was hereby not involved. Extensions in this direction can be found in VAN DlJK [5], 
KRZESINSKI [14], SERFOZO [20] and TOWSLEY [21]. The results in [14] and [21] though concern 
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blocking within a cluster and not upon entering and leaving a cluster (cf. [5, Section 4.3 (iii)]). The 
results in [5] and [20] are limited to single class exponential structures. 
In Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) (cf RUBIN AND LEE [18]) in contrast one network area 
may feed the other where each area itself will generally have a non-reversible and non-exponential 
structure, while admission for connections depends upon the total multiclass network occupancies. 
This paper will study multiclass non-exponential networks with both arrival and departure 
blocking depending on the total customer class occupancies and with arrivals generated by another 
non-exponential network. Specifically, MAN applications are hereby involved. 
An extension of the standard insensitivity product form results for BCMP-networks will be 
obtained. Particularly also, for communication purposes, such as in MAN, the result will be proven 
not only for the recirculate or repeat blocking protocol as standardly used in literature (e.g. LAM [15]) 
but also for the more realistic stop communication protocol. Some further extension, such as to open 
and mixed open-closed networks, class changes and network dependent service disciplines will be 
briefly discussed. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 the queueing network model is intro-
duced and a sufficiënt condition for a product form is given. Examples are presented to illustrate 
potential applications. The main theorem for closed networks is stated. In Section 3 we present 
some extensions to the model of Section 2. 
2 Main results 
2.1 Description of the model 
In this section we give the description of the queueing network model. We let N denote the set of 
natural numbers and Nj. = { 1 , . . . , k}. Consider a network of N stations. The stations are grouped 
into two clusters named C\ and G<i- Stations in cluster C\ are numbered n = 1 , . . . , N\ and stations 
in Ci are numbered n = Ni + l,...,N. We let Af denote the set of stations C\ U Ci- An example 
of a network with two clusters is depicted in Figure 1. 
Following KELLY [13] the service disciplines at the different nodes are described by three func-
tions fn, <t>n and Sn, tha t have the following interpretation. 
fn(k) the speed of the server at the n-th station when k customers are present, 
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Figure 1: A network with two clusters of queueing stations. 
<f>n(k,i) the fraction of the service capacity that is awarded to the customer in the i-th position at 
station n when k customers are present, 
6n(k, i) the probability tha t a customer arriving at station n is placed at position i when k customers 
are present. 
We assume tha t the shift protocol is used, i.e. if a new customer is placed at position ï, then 
the customers at positions i,... ,k shift to positions i + 1,... ,k + l, and if a customer departs from 
position i, then these customers shift to positions i,... ,k — 1. We also assume the buffers at all 
stations to be infinite. Note tha t from the definition of <p and 8 we have 
k k 
X>n(M = £ ^ ( * - M ) = i- (i) 
n=l n=l 
DEFINITION 2.1 (SYMMETRIC QUEUES) Queue i is symmetrie if and only if 
4>n{k,i)=6n{k-l,i) (2) 
foT all i,k. Let S denote the set of symmetrie queues. 
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If a queue is not symmetrie, then we assume that it operates under the First Come First Served 
(FCFS) queueing discipline, i.e. <j>(k, i) = 1 iff i = 1 and 6(k, i) = 1 iff i = k + 1. 
In the network we distinguish K different classes of customers. The network is closed and the 
total number of class k customers is equal to Mk, k = 1 , . . . , K. On leaving queue m, a customer 
of class k moves to a queue n with probability R^n- Note that 
£ Rkmn = 1, Vm e M. (3) 
We assume the routing matrices [fij^n] t o ^*e irreducible for each class. The routing from a 
station in one cluster to a station in another cluster is required to take a special form. We assume 
that for stations m £ C i and n € Ci the routing probability J££jn can be written as 
Rmn = -RmO-Kon ( 4 ) 
where 
Rkm0 = l-YiRkml (5) 
and 
N 
i = E 4 (6) 
and similarly for a transition from C<i to C\. In words this means that routing of a customer from 
one cluster into another is independent of the originating station. Define the visiting ratio 6% of 
class k to station n as the solution of the equation 
ek = X : okmRkmn> (7) 
m = l 
with the normalisation condition £ 3 n = 1 0* = 1, k = 1 , . . . , K. Since the routing matrices are assumed 
to be irreducible, the solution to this equation exists, and is unique due to the normalisation 
condition. By restriction (4) on the routing probabilities from one cluster to another, we have for 
all k = l,...,K 
N! N 
£ « 0 = E 0nRnO- (8) 
n = l n=ATi+l 
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This result is not surprising, since it simply states that the number of jumps from C\ to Ci in a 
routing cycle through both clusters must equal the number of jumps from C2 to C\. One can derive 
(8) quite easily from (7) by summing over n = 1 , . . . , N\: 
Ni Nx ATi Nx N 
E ö n - E E ^ < n = £ E 0kmRkmORl<* (9) 
n=l n= l m=l n=lm=Ni+l 
£ fl*.(i - £ **„) = f; £**<,£; J& <* (10) 
m = l n = l m=JVi+l n = l 
JVi N 
£ °mRmO = £ &mRmO i11) 
m=l m=iVi+l 
While travelling through the network customers pass through the stations where they request 
service. We assume that the service demands of customers of class k at station n € S are independent 
and drawn from a distribution with distribution function Bk(.). Without loss of generality we 
assume that these destributions are absolute continuous with density functions /?*(•) and mean 
service rates /z*. For each FCFS queueing station n € A/"— S, the service requirements are required 
to be exponentially distributed and independent of the customerclass with mean service rate fin. 
A state of the network is represented by a vector n = ((xns), n £ N, s = 1 , . . . , kn), where kn 
denotes the number of customers present at queue n and xns the class of the customer at position 
s in station n. Define a microstate X = ((xn3, rns), n € Af, s = 1 , . . . , kn) , where rns is the residual 
service requirement of the customer at the s-th position in station n. In addition we will also use 
the following notations for states: 
X — (n, s) The state tha t results if we remove the customer at position s in station n from state 
X . 
X — (ni, .si) + (n2,S2,y) State X with the customer at position si in station rt\ removed and put 
into position S2 at station «2 with a residual service requirement y. 
2.2 The invariance condition 
A population vector is defined as an element of NK. For a given state X we define Mi — 
(MlMl...,M?) and M2 = (MlMl...,M?) by 
fcn 
^ = E E W ^ ) ,i = l,2; 4 = 1,...,^ . (12) 
n€Ci s=l 
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In words the fc-th component Mk of a population vector Mi is the total number of class k customers 
in cluster d. Since the network is closed, the sum of M\ and M-i. must be constant. Denote this 
sum as M = {M1,..., MK}. 
Next we introducé the arrival- and departure probability functions that describe when jumps 
from one cluster to another are allowed. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2.2 ( R E C I R C U L A T E BLOCKING P R O T O C O L ) 
Ak{M2) The probability that an arrival of a class k customer, k = 1,...,K, coming from C\, is 
accepted at Ci, if the Ci-population is M%. If the customer's arrival is accepted he will route 
into C2 according to the normal routing probability Ron, n £ C2, otherwise he will be rerouted 
into C\ according to the routing probabilities Rkn, n £ C\. 
Dk(M2) The probability that a departure of a class k customer, k = \,...,K, coming from C2, is 
accepted into C\, if the C2-population is M.2- If the customer's departure is accepted, then 
he will route into C\ according to the routing probabilities Rkn, n £C\, otherwise he will be 
rerouted into C2 according to the probabilities R^, n £ C2-
With these functions we can disable certain jumps from one cluster to another, by setting either 
A OT D for certain populationvectors equal to zero. With this we restrict the queueing network 
without controlled arrivals and departures to a subset of its original statespace. Without loss of 
generality we assume that this restricted statespace is irreducibel. In our analysis we will impose 
assumptions on A and D. 
ASSUMPTION 2.3 (LAM'S CONDITION) The arrival and departure functions Ak and Dk must sat-
isfy for all k = 1,..., K 
Ak(M2) = 0& Dk(M2 + efc) = 0, (13) 
where e*, is the k-th unit vector. 
This condition is identical to the one found in LAM [15, page 373]. The arrival- and depar-
tureprobabilities must thus be constructed that if an arrival of a class k customer is prohibited for 
a certain populationvector M , then departures for the same class k must also be prohibited for the 
population vector M + efc. This leads us to the definition of paths. 
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DEFINITION 2.4 (PATHS) Let p and q be clements of HK. If there exist an l € N and a sequence 
v : N/ —» N * , sucA that either vn+i — v n = e*, or v n + i — v n = —e*, for some k = 1,...,K, with 
VQ = p, vi = q and 
l-l 
J[ F(vn,Vn+1) > 0, (14) 
n=0 
where 
Ak(vn) if v n + i = v n + ek 
, , ( 1 5 ) 
D*(vn+i i / v n + i = v n - e* 
• f ( v n , V n + i ) = i 
f/ten <Ae sequence v is called a path jrom p io q and q is said to 6e reachable from p . 
With the definitions of the arrival- and departureprobabilities, there exists a path from p 
to q when it is possible to construct with positive probability a realization of departures and 
arrivals between C\ and C2 such that the initial C2-population is p and the terminating population 
is q (provided the routing probabilities admit this construction). Expression (14) is exactly the 
probability of this particular realization. An example of a path for a queueing network with two 
customerclasses is depicted in Figure 2. The solid points represent the set of possible population 
vectors in C2 and the solid lines represents the arrival- and departure transitions that are allowed 
with positive probability. The dashed lines show an example of a path from p to q. 
One can easily show tha t the reachability as defined in Definition 2.4 is an equivalence relation 
(the symmetrie property follows from Assumption 2.3). Since we have assumed tha t the restriction 
of arrivals and departures induces a restricted statespace that is irreducible, we have exactly one 
equivalence class denoted as £. We can now state the second assumption we need for the arrival-
and departure probability functions. 
ASSUMPTION 2.5 Let Mo £ £ be the initial Ci-population vector, i.e. the population of C% at time 
t = 0. For all m £ £ and for all paths v from MQ to m the product 
l-l 
G(m) = ff *( ) (16) 
n=0 
where 
Ak(yn) 
H(vn,vn+i) = < 
if v n + x - v n = efc 
(17) 
£ & M if v n + 1 - , . = - t 
ö f c(vn + 1) 
p fe(vn+i: 
i4*(v„) fn+i —vn  —ek 
f 
» 1 t 1 
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Figure 2: An example of a set of reachable population vectors and a path. 
•must be independent ofv. 
Note that (16) is well-defined due to Assumption 2.3. In words Assumption 2.5 says that the 
probability to make a path from p to q must be independent of the chosen path. The expression 
for G(.) and H{.,.) is fairly complicated to allow for an irregular structure of the arrival- and 
departurefunctions A{.) and D(.) like for example in Figure 2. This complexity can be avoided if 
there exists a minimal state, i.e. a state from which a path can be made to all other reachable 
states only by moving customers from C\ to C%, i.e. v n + i — v n = +efc for all n. The product G 
then becomes less complicated by choosing this minimal state as the inital state MQ. A similar 
statement can be made if there exists a maximal state, a state from which all other states can be 
reached by a path with v n +i — v n = —e^. Examples of networks with a minimal and a maximal 
state are depicted in Figure 3. 
2.3 Examples 
In this section we present some examples of the broad class of networks that can be modelled as 
the network in Section 2.1 and that satisfy the assumptions of Section 2.2. These examples and 
their corresponding insensitive product forms are new due to the non-exponential network input 
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Figure 3: Examples with minimal and maximal states. 
and randomized blocking. Related references for simpler cases will be mentioned as we proceed. 
E X A M P L E 2.6 ( C O O R D I N A T E CONVEX SETS) 
Let Mcc be a coordinate convex subset of N ^ , i.e. m = (7711,... , m ^ ) e Mcc implies for all 
k = 1,...,K, (m-e* . ) 4 " e Mcc, where ( m ) + = ( ( m i ) + , . . . , (m^)"1") and {m,k)+ = max(mfc,0). If we 
define 
A (m) = l(m+ekeMcc)> 
D (m) = l(mGMcc)' 
then one can show tha t for MQ = 0, £ — Mcc-
(18) 
(19) 
For an example of a coordinate convex set and a non-coordinate convex set see Figure 4. If we thus 
start with an initially empty C2-cluster, the C2-population vectors will be restricted to Mcc • One 
can show that for this model we can even take Dk = 1, since due to the definition of coordinate 
convexity and the definitions of the Ak,s the only positive recurrent states X of this network have 
a C2-population vector in Mcc- This model was introduced in LAM [15] though he considered 
only Poisson arrival processes. He suggested applications in store-and-forward nodes, network flow 
control and multiprogramming computer systems. 
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Figure 4: Example of a coordinate- and a non-coordinate convex set. 
Other applications of coordinate convex sets are Metropolitan Area Network protocols as pre-
sented in RUBIN AND LEE [18]. Briefy, in interconnected MAN's we distinguish two groups of sub-
scribers, say a group 1 and 2 with K\ and Ki subscribers respectively, where each group represents 
a local or metropolitan area network. Both within a group and in between two groups connections 
can be set up from one subscriber to another. If we number all subscribers 1 , . . . , K\ + Ki and 
identify each possible connection from a source subscriber m t o a destination subscriber n as a job 
(m,n), we can distinguish three classes of jobs, viz. local connections within group 1 and within 
group 2 and long-distance connections in between groups 1 and 2. The above description fits into 
the framework of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 where we consider a connection busy or idle depending on 
whether its corresponding job is in cluster C2 or C\. The allocation policies of RUBIN AND LEE [18] 
can be characterized by coordinate convex sets. An example is the dedicated circuit allocation pol-
icy, where Li, L2 and 5 separate circuits are available for connections within group 1, within group 
2 and in between groups 1 and 2 respectively. This policy can be characterized by the coordinate 
convex set 
Mcc — { ( m i , m 2 , " ï i _ 2 ) | m i < Li,m.2 < L2,mi~2 < S} 
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where m i , 7712 and mi—2 represent the total number of ongoing Communications within network 
1, network 2 and in between networks 1 and 2. The shared circuit allocation policy, where the 
long-distance circuits can also be used for local Communications, can be characterized by 
Mcc = { ( m i , m 2 , m i _ 2 ) | m i < Li + S,m2 < L2 + S,mX-2 < S - (mi - Li)+ - (m2 - k ) + } , 
where (y)+ = max{i/, 0}. A shared allocation policy, where each long-distance connection requires 
a local circuit within each local area, is represented by 
Mcc — {("*i,wi2,Trai_2)|mi + r a i - 2 < Li,m.2 + m i _ 2 < i 2 , m i _ 2 < S}. 
Extensions in this spirit are directly possible such as to introducé constraints that any subscriber 
m can have no more than Om outgoing connections take place at the same time. The examples 
remain valid with the additional restriction to Mcc of 
Y^ 1{(m,n)eC2} <°m-
n 
Similarly, input constraints, say In for subscriber n are realized by 
Yl 1{(m>n)eC2} ^ 7n-
m 
Exclusion of busy connections (m,n) and (n,m) at the same time, reflecting one-way communica-
tion, can be put in the framework of coordinate convex sets by the constraint 
Note that in the interconnection networks of RUBIN AND L E E [18] both idle and busy times for 
connections were assumed to be exponentially distributed, whereas in our framework this condition 
can be relaxed. 
EXAMPLE 2.7 
Consider the network of Section 2.1 with two customerclasses. Let a, b E N, 0 < a < b and 
consider the functions 
^ ( ( m 1 , m2)) = l ( m i<o ) + l(«<mi<6) [ l ' " ) » (20) 
^
2 ( ( m 1 , m 2 ) ) = l ( m l < 6 ) (21) 
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and D1 = A1 = 1. 
In this example class 2 customers are served normally when the number of class 1 customers does 
not exceed a. If the number of class 1 customers exceeds b then the servicing of class 2 customers 
is stopped completely. Between these two levels the service rate for class 2 is gradually decreased. 
One can view class 1 as having a higher priority over class 2. 
E X A M P L E 2.8 ( E R L A N G ' S IDEAL GRADING) 
Consider a queueing network where C2 consists of JVj» servers, tha t can service at most one 
customer at any time. Each time a customer wants to jump from cluster C\ to C2, he hunts over R 
randomly chosen servers for a free server, where R < N2 is a fixed integer. If it finds a free server, 
the customer will receive hls service, otherwise it recirculates to C\. The times spent in clusters C\ 
and C2 are usually referred to as think- and busy times. This model can be parametrized by 
(22) A"{m) = . ..m 1 -
R 
where I = 0 for n < m and | |m|| = IKm1, . . . , m ^ ) | | = J2k=omk- When C\ consists solely of 
N\ sources with exponentially distributed think times, the model reduces to Erlang's ideal grading. 
To satisfy Assumption 2.3 it is sufficiënt to set D f c(m) = 0 for ||m|j > N2-
2.4 The productform equilibrium distribution 
In this section we present the main result of the paper. We assume without loss of generality that 
the Markov process corresponding to the queueing network as described in the preceding sections, 
has a unique equilibrium density function, that is continuously differentiable in all its arguments. 
THEOREM 2.9 
Let MQ be the C^-population vector at time 0, then the equilibrium probability 7r(X) of being in 
state X , that has a C2-population vector M2 £ £ is 
TT(X) = CG(M2) n O T ? ^ 1 - Bnn'(rns)) (23) 
n = l 3=1 Jn^S> 
where C is a normalisation constant. 
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PROOF. We prove that (23) satisfies the forward Kolmogorov differential equations. These state 
tha t the global probability flow out of a each state should equal the flow into the state. They can 
be written as 
0 = ^ ^ H ( X , n l S ) (24) 
n s 
where S(X, n, s) is a local probability flow: 
E(X, n, s) := ^^-fn(kn)<f>n(kn, s) (25) 
+ E E » ( X - { n > a ) + < m , < > 0 + ) ) ^ m . ( * ^ + l ,<) / m (A^ + l ) * n ( A n - l , 5 ) / ^ " ( r „ ) * 
meCi t = l 
*{R*„iï + Rx^(l - A*-{M2))Rt™} (26) 
+ Y. <X-{n,s) + {n,t,Q+))ïn{kn,t)fn{kn)6n{kn-l,s)pxn™{rns)* 
t = l 
*{Kl' + #no ' ( l - A^{M2))RH'} (27) 
+ E E HX-(n,s) + (m,t,0+))<l>Tn(kZ + l>t)fm(kZ + l)6n(kn-l>s){3Z"-(rns)* 
*{#mo£>Xn' (M2 + ex„. )J2SS'} (28) 
for n E Ci and analogously for n G C2. 
PROOF FOR SYMMETRIC QUEUES. First we prove that if n is a symmetrie queue, then 7r(.) as in 
(23) satisfies the so-called Job Local Balance equations. These equations state that there should be 
a balance of the loss in probability density of state X due to a departure of one job against the 
gain in probability density due to an arrival of the same job. From the definition of E it is clear 
that this corresponds to the equation 5 (X , n, s) = 0, since in this definition (25) corresponds to 
flow out of state X due to a change in the residual service time rns of the job at position (n, s) and 
(26), (27) and (28) are flows into state X due to an arrival of a customer from queue ra 6 C\, 
m ^ n, from queue n and from queue m 6 C2 respectively. 
Assume that n € C\ is a symmetrie queue. Note that according to (23) 
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7 r ( X - ( n , s ) + ( m , * , 0 + ) ) = < (! 1 ( £L) .»» = » (29) 
and 
ÖTT(X) TT(X) 
l ( l - 5 ' - - ) / m ( è + l)^G(M2) , 7 n f c ° 2 
/?n*"K*) (30) drna 1-Bn"'(rns) 
To show tha t S (X, n, s) = 0, we distinguish three cases: 
1. M2 + eXn3 $• £. (Non-admissable population vector) 
2. M2 + eXn, €E f and AXn'(M2) = 0. (Not directly admissable population vector) 
3. M.2 + eXni € £ and AXn'(M2) > 0. (Directly admissable population vector) 
Since we are considering only flows due to changes in job (n, s), there should be no confusion when 
we omit the index xna from A,B,B,0,e and R. To improve the notational clarity we will also omit 
the index X from kn and fcm. 
1. (M2 + e$£) 
Since Mi + e ^ £, we must have A(M2) = 0 and according to Assumption 2.3 also D(M2 + e) = 0. 
Consequently term (28) vanishes. With (29) the equation H(X, n,s) = 0 becomes equivalent to 
0 = <j>n(kn,s)0n 
fcm + 1 
+ ^ Z ] C <t>m(km + ^,t)SmSn(kn - l,s){Rmn +RmoRon} (31) 
m6C : 1=1 
+ ^^ Önikn, t)0nt>n(kn — 1) s){Rnn + RnoROn} 
t= l 
Since 6n(kn — 1, s) = <£n(&n, s) (iV is symmetrie) and Yï,t=i ^(^> t) = 1 & sufficiënt condition for (31) 
i s 
0n = 2 - / &m{Rmn + -RmO-Ron}- (32) 
meCi 
1 5 
Using the traffic equations (7) and the observation (8) this condition is verified. 
2.(M2 + e££ and A(M2) = 0) 
Due to Assumption 2.3, A{M2) = 0 is equivalent to D(M2+e) = 0. Substituting this in 5 (X , n, s) = 
0, again yields (31). 
3. (M2 + e £ S and A(M2) > 0) 
Due to Assumption 2.3 we have D(M2 + e) > 0, so there exists a path from M2 to M2 + e. Since 
vo := M2 and vi := M2 + e is such a path, we have from (16) 
G(M2 + e) = G(M2)D^e). (33) 
The equation H(X, n, s) = 0 then yields 
9n<f>n(kn, s) (34) 
Am + 1 
= J2 Yl ern<f>m(km + 1, t)Sn(kn - 1, s){Rmn + Rm0(l - A(M2))R0n} 
meCj t = l 
kn 
+ Yl en4>n{kn, t)6n{kn - 1, *){#„„ + Rn0(l - A(M2))R0n} 
t = l 
A=m+1 
" + Yl Z ) em<t>m(km + l,t)6n(kn-l,s){RmoA(M2)Ron} 
meC2 t=l 
Using the same arguments as in Case 1 this equation is implied by 
6n = J2 {Rnn + i2 n 0 ( l - A(M2))R0n} + Y, RmoA(M2)R0n (35) 
or equivalently, using RmoRon = Rmn for.n G C\, m £ C2, 
6n= Y 6rnRmn + { J2 ^mümO ~ J2 ö mi?mo}( l - A(M2))R0n. (36) 
This equation is true due to (7) and (8). 
The proof of the Job Local Balance equation for a symmetrie station in C2 proceeds in a similar 
manner. 
PROOF FOR F C F S QUEUES. Now assume tha t n G C\ and n is a FCFS queue. It is obvious tha t 
we cannot have Job Local Balance in this case, since all the probability flow from departures is due 
to the customer in the first position and arrivals bring in customers in the last position. For FCFS 
queues we have, however, Station Balance, i.e. a balance in the gain of probability density of state 
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queue, or equivalently £ j = i H(X,n , s ) = 0. Since Sn(kn — l , s ) = 1 iff s = fcn, and <p(kn,s) = 1 iff 
X due to arrivals in the queue against the loss in probability density due to departures from the 
Yl* i , l , s ) 
s = 1, we have H(X, n, s) = 0 for 2 = 1 , . . . , kn — 1. This yields 
drnX 
J^E(X,n,s) = ^E) i S n ( r n l ) / n (A n ) 
3 = 1 
fcm + 1 
+ H H T(X-(7i )A;T l) + (m I t I 0 + ) ) / m (A ; m + l)^ ro(A ;m + l,t)/3n(rn f cJ{i?mo JD(M2 + e)i2on} 
meC2 t = l 
+ ^(X-(n,kn) + (n,l,0+))fn(kn)/3n(rnkJ{Rnn + Rno(l-A(M2))Ron} (37) 
*=m + l 
+ J2 Yl " " ( X - ( n ' fc") + ( m > *> 0 + ) ) / m ( f c m + l)4>m(fcm + 1,<)* 
meCj t = l 
* P n v nfcn 
) { E m n + i? m 0 ( l - A(M2))R0n} 
Where the functions A, D and the routing probabilities R should be read with index xnkn. Since 
Bn{.) and /3n(.) are independent of the customerclass and Bn(r) = 1 — e _ M n r , we have /? n ( r ) / ( l — 
-Bn(r)) = / i n and (37) reduces to (32) for Case 1 and 2, and (35) for Case 3. D 
COROLLARY 2.10 For each state n the equilibrium distribution is given by 
*(») - CG^) ft il -J?tü) (38) 
n=l 3=1 ^ n • ' " W 
PROOF. By integrating equation (23) from zero to infinity for each rns, s — 1 , . . . , kni n = 1 , . . . , N. 
D 
3 Extensions 
In this section we discuss some extensions for the queueing network model introduced in Section 2. 
We present an alternative for the protocol that is used when a customer's jump is rejected. We also 
introducé class changes, open and mixed networks and network dependent service disciplines. 
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3.1 Stop protocol 
In the queueing network that was introduced in Section 2, customers who were prohibited to 
jump from one cluster to another, were rerouted back into the originating cluster. This protocol, 
called the recirculate protocol, can be viewed as an extension of the repeat protocol. The latter, 
tha t is widely used in telecommunication, requires that customers repeat their service in the same 
station when a jump is prohibited. The product form results in the literature are all established 
under the repeat or, in the exponential case, recirculate protocol (cf. HORDIJK AND VAN DlJK [9], 
K A U F M A N [12], K E L L Y [13], L A M [15], S E R F O Z O [20], W A L R A N D [22]), Y A O AND B U Z A C O T T [25]. In 
practice, however, a total service may comprise a number of exponential stages and is no longer of 
exponential form. Particularly in comrnunication, though, the recirculate protocol, which requires 
all service stages to be repeated, seems unrealistic. 
Alternatively, the stop protocol is more realistic, where service of a customer is interrupted 
when he is blocked. In the case of exponential service times the equivalence between the stop 
and recirculate (repeat) protocol is intuitively obvious and has been shown (e.g. O N V U R A L AND 
PERROS [16]). For non-exponential situations, however, this is far from obvious and generally not 
true. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (STOP BLOCKING PROTOCOL) Consider the network as described in Section 2. 
When the occupancy of cluster C2 is equal to M2, then for all classes k, the amount of service 
acquired by class k customers in C\ and C2 is reduced by a factor Ak(M2) and Dk(M2) respectively. 
For an example, a customer in position s at station n £ C\ will now receive service at a rate 
Mkn)<f>n(kn,s)A*~(M2). 
THEOREM 3.2 Assume that all stations are symmetrie. Let MQ be the C2-population vector at time 
0, then also under the stop protocol the equilibrium probability 71"(X) of being in state X is given by 
(23). 
PROOF. We have to prove tha t (23) satisfies the forward Kolmogorov equations. We prove this in a 
similar way as in Theorem 2.9. Note tha t the local probability flow H(X, n, s) (25) under the stop 
protocol is given by 
S(X,n,*) = ^^-fn(kn)Mkn,s)A^(M2) 
orns 
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fc£+i 
fcn 
+ Yl n(X-(n,s) + (n,t,0+))cf>n{kn,t)fn(kn)ën(kn-l,s)fö™(rna)* 
f=i 
* { ^ + ^ " ' ( M 2 ) } 
+ Yl E 7 r ( X - ( n , S ) + ( m , ^ 0 + ) ) ^ m ( * m + l > < ) / m ( ^ + l ) ^ n ( f c n - l , s ) ^ n s ( r - n S ) * 
m ê C 2 t = l 
*{i2m 0I>»-(M2 + e ! B l „ ) i ^ * } 
If we have AX"'(M2) = O (Case 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.9), then DXn'(M2 + eXn3) = 0 
and E(X,n,s) = 0. IfAXn°(M2) > 0, then DXn'(M2 + eXns) > 0 and E(X,n,s) = 0 is equivalent to 
= E Y. e^rn{km + l,t)6n{kn-l,s)RmnA{M2) (39) 
mgCj t = l 
+ E *»*»(*»'*)*»(*»> *)*nnA(Af2) (40) 
t = l 
fcm + 1 
+ E E 6rn4>m(km + l,t)6n(kn - 1, S ) J R m 0 A ( M 2 ) J R o n ( 4 1 ) 
m6C2 *=1 
This equation is again implied by the traffic equations (7). D 
3 .2 T y p e c h a n g e s 
Like the queueing networks in B A S K E T T et.al. [1] and LAM [15] we can extend our networks by 
allowing customers to change class when jumping. Suppose that a customer of class k who completes 
service at station n jumps to station m and becomes a customer of class l with probability Rnk;ml-
Assume that the routing matrix [Rnk-tml[ defines a Markov chain with states (n, k) tha t can be 
decomposed into K ergodic routing subchains "R,\,... ,~R-K- We denote type as a membership of one 
of the subchains and we assume the number of customers of each type to be fixed. Define population 
vectors Ai, Mi and M2, where the fc-th component now denotes the number of customers of type 
k, and define the arrival- and departure functions as Ak(.) and Dk(.) for each type k. Service time 
distributions in symmetrie stations are still allowed to be dependent of customerclass. For this 
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departures A departures B 
Figure 5: Mixed open and closed networks 
network Theorem 2.9 still holds, but with 0* obtained from slightly more detailed traffic equations 
(cf. LAM [15]). 
3.3 Mixed open and closed networks 
Extensions can be given where externally arriving jobs, generated by Poisson sources, can enter a 
cluster, provided they can depart the system only from that cluster (cf. Figure 5). 
With the technique as described in HORDIJK AND VAN DlJK [10, pages 433-435] stations in 
the network can be replaced by infinite sources, thus extending the results to open and mixed 
open-closed networks. 
3.4 Network dependent service disciplines 
As in CHANDY AND MARTIN [4] the service discipline functions 6 and <f> can be made totally network 
dependent, provided the symmetry at non-exponential stations is not violated. As in VAN DlJK [5] 
and SERFOZO [20] the service capacity function /»(k) at station i when the state of the network is 
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k, can be taken to be of the form 
f.(k) - *(k ~ e') 
M k j
" V(k) • 
Here x(-) and ip{.) are arbitrary strictly positive functions and k = {k\,..., A:^r1+^2) is the station 
occupancy vector with A;n the number of customers at station n. These state dependent service 
rates lead to the stationary probability of being in state X 
N k 
TT(X) = CG(M2)^(k) f[ ft °nn'(l - B?'(rns)) 
n = l a = l 
where k is the station occupancy vector when the microstate is X. 
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